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Today’s society needs citizens who are familiar with the scientific way of thinking, and can use it in 

everyday lives. Therefore, science education aims to engage students in socio-scientific issues (SSI). In this 

study, two teachers used an ENGAGE material with 53 students to teach SSI. The study aims to investigate 

how successful the Engage material is in engaging students in SSI, that is, connecting this with chemistry 

knowledge, personal life and society. ‘The Learner Report’ of De Groot was used to gather the data, and 

these data were analyzed by qualitative content analysis, using Atlas.ti software. The findings indicate 

remarkable influence of the ENGAGE materials on students’ learning related to SSI.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Problem statement and theoretical framework 

The recent developments in science and technology caused changes in society and therefore the focus of 

science education shifted. Currently, science education does not only aim to educate future scientists but 

also to educate whole student population to be responsive citizens who are scientifically literate, meaning 

that they can understand concepts, principles and processes of science (DeBoer, 2000). Recent research in 

science education addresses Scientific Literacy, Responsible Research and Innovation, Inquiry-based 

Learning (Osborne & Dillon, 2008) and improving student cognitive abilities, i.e. scientific skills such as 

examining consequences, estimating risks, justifying opinions, and thinking ethically (Bayram-Jacobs, 

2016). Today’s society needs citizens who are familiar with the scientific way of thinking, and can use it in 

everyday lives. Therefore, science education aims to engage students in socio-scientific issues (SSI) (cf. 

Driver, Newton, & Osborne, 2000; Millar & Osborne, 1998).  

ENGAGE project is granted by European Commission under the ‘science in society’ call. The Engage 

project aims equipping the next generation to participate in socio-scientific issues (Author, 2015). To reach 

this aim, the project has several strategies including designing educative materials which focus on SSI for 

science teachers. Teachers can download these innovative science teaching materials from 

www.engagingscience.eu website. All the materials are focused on SSI. Therefore, they include 

controversial issues, ethical values, forming opinions, making choices, and so on (Ratcliffe & Gravies, 

2003). For example, the material ‘Death to Diesel’ introduces the dilemma of ‘driving cheap versus 

environment-friendly’, where students have to persuade car buyers to boycott diesel cars. In this way, it is 

expected from them to connect SSI with chemistry knowledge, personal life and society/everyday life like it 

is presented in the figure 1.  

 
Figure 1. Student learning areas through overarching SSI theme 

There are studies where teachers evaluated the ENGAGE materials (Bayram-Jacobs & Henze, 2016; Okada 

& Bayram-Jacobs, 2016) which showed that the students liked the materials. However, how and to what 

extent students learnt from the materials were not studied, yet. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the 

influence of the ENGAGE materials on students’ learning related to SSI.  

http://www.engagingscience.eu/
http://www.engagingscience.eu/
http://www.engagingscience.eu/


 
AIM 

This study aims to investigate how successful the Engage materials are in engaging students in SSI, that is, 

connecting these with chemistry knowledge, personal life and society. 

This general aim gives rise to the following specific research questions: 

1. To what extent did students learn about SSI?  

2. How far do students connect the SSI to chemistry concepts?  

3. In which way do they connect the SSI to their personal lives and society? 

 

METHOD 

Participants. The participants of this study are 53 students from 2 different secondary schools, in the age of 

14 to 17 years old. In 2 classes, their Chemistry teachers chose to use ‘Death to diesel’ Engage material, 

among the other chemistry Engage materials. In this proposal we focus on these classes. 

Data collection. In order to measure students’ engagement in SSI, standardized tests cannot provide 

valuable data. Since we want to know if students connect science knowledge to their personal and everyday 

lives, it is needed to ask more personal questions. De Groot (1974) developed an instrument that includes 

fundamental learning experiences of students, defined as “the experiences that are subjectively remembered 

and reported by a student to develop important insights where s/he has learned something.” Moreover, 

previous research showed that this instrument is useful to study this type of student learning.  

This classification matrix of the instrument is represented in Table 1 (De Groot, 1974).  

Table 1. Classification system of De Groot (1974) 

  Rules Exceptions 

World A.   Knowledge and insights B.  Insights in the existence of something (new facts, surprises) 
Self C.   Insights into oneself: rules about myself 

(e.g., capacities, affinities, restrictions) 
D.  Insights into oneself: surprises about myself (e.g., own 

unexpected abilities and capacities) 

 

Therefore, in this study to investigate the influence of the ENGAGE materials on students’ learning related 

to SSI, the “Learner Report” (De Groot, 1974) was used as a self-reporting instrument. The Learner Report 

focuses on a student’s learning in two dimensions: first, about the outside world and about himself/herself, 

respectively. Second, distinguishing between universal facts (rules) and exceptions. This gives rise to four 

categories, in which students formulate so-called learning sentences of the form “I have learned that..”, see 

Table 1. The students filled the learner report out after the lesson where the ENGAGE material was used. 

On average, it took 20 minutes to complete the Learner Reports. 

Data Analysis. For analyzing the data, qualitative content analysis was performed by using Atlas.ti 

software. The learning statements were the units of analysis. First, we looked for sentences containing 

chemistry concepts. Then we identified sentences mentioning a SSI, and classified sentences as referring to 

‘society’, ‘personal life’ and ‘other’. Within these categories, we classified the content of the statements 

(e.g., distinguishing between societal aspects) using an inductive coding procedure. Testing and adapting the 

codes continued until the three researchers reached consensus. 

FINDINGS 

Totally, 305 learning sentences were analyzed, 16 codes were created and 167 sentences were coded. We 

coded 70 times ‘chemistry concept’, 83 times ‘society’, and 41 times ‘personal life’. The code groups and 

codes related to students SSI learning were presented below in table 2.  

Table 2: Classification of SSI sentences 

Society  f Personal life f Other f 
Environment 32 Personal life-active 38 Other 17 
Human health 49 Personal life-passive 1   
Human behavior 2 Personal life-opinion 2   
Total sentences 83 Total sentences 41 Total sentences 17 



 
All 167 sentences contain ‘diesel’ as chemical concepts, and 18 of those contain ‘other chemical concepts’ 

related to diesel, like ‘emission gases of diesel’.  

51 of 53 students reported learning related to SSI, giving rise to 141 learning sentences containing SSI. In all 

of the 141 cases, the sentences contained connections to ‘diesel’ as chemical concept.  

With respect to society, sentences related to human health prevailed (49).  

“I also learnt that diesel is not only bad for the environment but also for health. Particles can 

enter the lungs which cause hearth attack and bronchitis.” (Student 17, Class 2) 

Other society-related sentences concerned the environment (32) 

“I learnt that diesel is worse for the environment and human beings more than benzine” 

(Student 7, Class 1) 

and a few referred to human behaviour. 

“...to solve this problem the diesel prices and the prices of the cars which drive with diesel 

should be very high and to car buyers should buy cars which drive with fuel other than diesel.” 

(Student 3, class 2)  

In the sentences related to personal life, remarkably many (38) positioned the student in an active role, as 

someone who influences the course of affairs: 

“I also learnt that it is better if I do not drive any diesel auto.” (Student 18, Class 1) 

“I have learnt that in the future I should an environment-friendly car.” (Student 7, class 1) 

Only one sentence concerned the influence of diesel on the (‘passive’) individual: 

“I have found out that diesel is bad for me” (Student 12, Class2) 

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

As to Question 1, almost all students appeared to have learnt about SSI, in this case the dilemma of using 

cheap or environment-friendly fuel. The SSI-related learning outcomes span half of the reported learning 

sentences (167 out of 305). As to Question 2, all SSI sentences contain the concept diesel. Few other 

concepts were mentioned, but only together with diesel.  As to Question 3, human health aspects of society 

prevailed and occurred more often then environmental aspects. In total, connections of SSI to society aspects 

occurred twice as often as connections to personal life. The relationship between the individual and the 

context was predominantly viewed in an active way, as opposed to a few cases where the (bad) influence of 

the context on personal life was mentioned. 

We conclude that the ENGAGE  materials have significant influence on students’ learning related to SSI. 

Since all ENGAGE materials have the same structure and were designed with the same principles, we might 

expect the same benefits for other ENGAGE  materials, but we will investigate this further.  
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